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Abstract 
 
Both a celebration of black culture and a powerful depiction of racial tension, Do the Right Thing 
(Spike Lee, 1989) equips its younger characters with vivid, afrocentric, self-empowering clothing 
and accessories. By deftly entwining these sartorial elements with the plot, this seminal film was 
able to impart a greater role to socio-political consciousness in Black American fashion after 1989 
whilst curiously also promoting ensuing consumerist tendencies. This paper will first explore the 
colorful clothing donned by the younger characters in order to delineate how, from a retrospective 
standpoint, this vibrant style amounted to the culmination of a decade of burgeoning afrocentrism. 
Subsequently, this paper will delve into the fashion accessories of the film, which include jewelry, 
sneakers, and Radio Raheem’s boombox with its accompanying hip-hop music. Retail trends will be 
used to argue that these accessories are integral elements of the plot as well as tokens of foresight 
into 1990s and 2000s African American fashion.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
Spike Lee’s 1989 film Do the Right Thing follows Mookie, a young black man living in the 
Bedford-Stuyvesant district of Brooklyn, as he delivers pizzas on the hottest day of the summer. 
Thought-provoking topics, including the duties of fatherhood and generational conflict, are 
broached through a myriad of characters and multiple story arcs across the neighborhood. The focal 
narrative of the picture revolves around a dispute between some neighborhood residents and Sal, 
Mookie’s white employer, regarding the inclusion of black icons into his pizzeria’s wall of fame. 
The growing hostility comes to a head as each party’s refusal to cooperate leads to the brutal death 
of a young character named Radio Raheem. A critical and commercial success, the film constitutes 
a salient study of seething racial tension and violence. The aesthetic and style in the film, carefully 
curated to be vibrant as evidenced by the fashion among the younger characters, is instrumental to 
the message conveyed by Lee and embodies a redefined identity for African American youth. By 
examining Lee’s sartorial choices as well as contemporaneous trends in the 1980s and 1990s, this 
paper will illustrate how the film was a prominent vehicle propelling both the essence and depiction 
of African American youth fashion and kindling seemingly contradictory trends.  
 
 
Deliberate and Emphatic Afrocentrism as a Nod to Previous Movements 
 
Upon conceiving the film’s aesthetic, Spike Lee wrote, “The look of the film should be bright […] 
AFROCENTRIC bright” (Lee and Jones). This stylistic choice of afrocentric maximalism was 
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Lee’s response to the appearance of African influences in 1980s black American fashion. Indeed, in 
an effort to construct a self-defined sartorial identity as a means of self-affirmation, black fashion 
saw the emergence of foreign, notably African, elements including colorful African print such as 
batik and kente fabric (Landis). These trends, propagated by cultural staples such as the film 
Coming to America (1988), marked a clear departure from the lackluster fashion of blaxploitation 
films pervasive in the previous decade (e.g., Shaft 1971, Foxy Brown 1974). Thus, seeking to inherit 
from and escalate this afrocentric look, Lee enlisted designer Ruth E. Carter to create “walking 
billboards for ‘black pride’” (W. J. Mitchell) characterized by eclectic colors, African-style print 
fabric, and necklaces engraved with the outline of the Dark Continent (see fig. 1).  

 
Figure 1. Left: Numerous younger characters donning afrocentric apparel. Right: African necklace worn by 

Mookie. Universal Pictures, 1985. Author’s screenshots. 
 
 
The ubiquitous nature of this look among the younger characters is indicative of Lee’s intent to 
forge a self-driven identity for black youth that extends beyond the scope of the film. Though 
subsequent films and shows such as The Fresh Prince of Bel Air (1990) and Martin (1992) followed 
suit with this afrocentric trend, Do the Right Thing is arguably the culminating paragon of this 
movement, which had waned by the mid-1990s. 
 
 
Grappling with Lee’s Exploration of Jewelry 
 
Despite Lee’s reservations about gold jewelry for its illusory sense of self-empowerment, Do the 
Right Thing also incorporates Radio Raheem’s knuckle rings (fig. 2) as a prominent costume 
accessory. An ornament inherited from African warriors to some (Schoolly-D) and a symbol of 
consumerism to most, these gold knuckle rings serve to both complement and contrast with the 
film’s afrocentric elements. Hence, though popularized by rap personas including Big Daddy Kane 
in the late 1980s, Do the Right Thing certainly contributed to the ensuing prevalence of gold 
accessories in black and hip hop culture as well as the entry of gold into the realm of high fashion, 
most notably into Chanel’s line in the early 1990s (Romero). More importantly, it seems fitting that 
these divisive knuckle rings, whose function denotes combativeness yet whose lettering 
(“LOVE/HATE”) suggests forbearance, are worn by Radio Raheem, the misunderstood “boombox 
warrior” whose death was a stark reminder of racial animosity. In this regard, Do the Right Thing 
was seminal because, by incorporating the knuckle rings into the plot of the story, Spike Lee 
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imparted meaning beyond that of simple consumerism onto the gold accessory. This melding of 
fashion with public messaging constitutes one of the significant exports of the film into the 1990s. 
 

 
Figure 2. Radio Raheem’s gold knuckle rings.  
Universal Pictures, 1985. Author’s screenshot. 

 
 
The Emergence of Nike in Sneaker Culture 
 
Paradoxically, Lee’s stance on consumerist capitalism is drastically different for sneakers, which 
Lee fetishizes in Do the Right Thing (W. Mitchell): seven different shoes, all made by Nike, are 
showcased in the film (Edler). Lee’s active involvement in the promotion of Nike footwear was not 
unprecedented, as he had previously directed a commercial for the multinational corporation and 
placed a Nike shoe in a previous film. The focal piece of Lee’s shoe collection in Do the Right 
Thing is the Nike Air Jordan IV, one of the first shoes of the Jordan brand. Worn by a character 
aptly named Buggin’ Out, these shoes become a point of contention in the plot as a passerby 
accidentally scuffs them (fig. 3, left). This patent, albeit self-aware, sneaker promotion was 
instrumental to the success of the Jordan brand as well as Nike overall. Indeed, the Air Jordan IV 
became so popular that it spawned multiple retro re-releases under various colorways in 2000, 2004, 
2006, 2008, and 2010 to 2015 (fig, 3, right). In addition, Nike became the largest footwear company 
in the world in 1990 (The_Associated_Press). 
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Figure 3. Left: Buggin’ Out’s scuffed Air Jordan IV in Do the Right Thing. Universal Pictures, 1985. Author’s 
screenshot. Right: Air Jordan Retro “Legend Blue.” Nike.com, 2015. Author’s screenshot. 

Hip-hop as a Political Fashion Statement 
 
Political hip-hop constitutes the final and arguably most innovative fashion export of Do the Right 
Thing. Used for an aggressive dancing scene in the opening sequence and empowered by the sonic 
vehicle that is Radio Raheem’s boombox, Public Enemy’s “Fight the Power” — specifically 
commissioned by Spike Lee — is perhaps the most prominent and certainly most abrasively rousing 
accessory in the film. Since its introduction to the general public with The Sugar Hill gang’s 
“Rapper’s Delight” a decade earlier, hip hop had theretofore largely been a recreational platform 
save for a handful of social commentary tracks including Grandmaster Flash’s “The Message.” 
“Fight the Power” was therefore the first overtly political hip hop song to have gained widespread 
popularity: it reached number one on the Billboard U.S. Hot Rap Singles track (Billboard) and was 
named one of the best singles of 1989 by numerous publications (Christgau; Sandow). Though 
boombox sales eventually declined in the 1990s, Lee’s pioneering use of hip hop as both a fashion 
item and a social statement platform has since turned the genre into “Black America’s CNN” 
(McKelly) and engendered a legacy of socially conscious songs and events, a recent example being 
the chanting of Kendrick Lamar’s “Alright” by protesters in Cleveland (Gase). 
  
Conclusion 
 
Do the Right Thing has actively helped reshape African American youth fashion, streetwear, and 
hip hop culture, bridging the gap between past efforts at a self-defined stylistic identity within the 
black community and subsequent trends starting from the 1990s. By interweaving the clothes and 
accessories of the film with the plot, Spike Lee was able to successfully blend consumerist 
tendencies with a socially conscious mindset, thereby launching a number of enduring trends. 
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